NEW PROPOSAL APPROVAL PROCESS
INCLUDING RESOURCES FOR PROPOSAL DEVELOPMENT - 2019

(revised 3/08/2019)

TEXAS BOARD OF NURSING
This packet has been prepared to guide schools in developing proposals to establish a new nursing education program. The school must first provide written notification of the school’s intent to develop a proposal for a new nursing program to the Board of Nursing (Board) Education Department. Establishing a nursing program is a serious legal process and requires adequate expertise and resources to be successful. **Note: A school may not begin the nursing program nor enroll students in the nursing program until the Board of Nursing has approved the proposal.**

**Resources Include:**
- Information available on the BON website ([www.bon.texas.gov](http://www.bon.texas.gov));
- Steps in New Nursing Education Program Proposal Approval Process;
- The Role of Board of Nursing Staff in the Proposal Process;
- Timeline from Letter of Intent to Board Presentation;
- Tips for Writing Proposals for New Programs;
- Guidance for Designing Clinical Evaluation Tools That Measure Progression of Students’ Cognitive, Affective, and Psychomotor Achievement in Clinical Objectives;
- Guidance for Determining Enrollment Figures;
- Tips: What the Board Wants to Know and Wants to Read in the Proposal;
- Suggested Sections to Include in the Student Handbook; and
- Frequently Asked Questions.

**Information on the BON website:**

Under the **Nursing Law & Rules** link:
- Rule 214 Vocational Nursing Education
- Rule 215 Professional Nursing Education
- Rule 217.11 Standards of Nursing Practice

Under the **Nursing Education** link:
- Education Guidelines - helpful guidelines based upon the interpretation of the Board rules for nursing programs
- Education Guideline 3.1.1.a. Proposal Guideline to Establish a New VN Education Program
- Education Guideline 3.1.1.c. Proposal Guideline to Establish a New ADN, BSN, or MSN Program
- Education Guideline 3.1.1.g. Proposal Guideline to Establish a New Nursing Education Program Associate Degree to Baccalaureate Degree in a Public Junior College
- Education Guideline 3.4.1.a. Approval Process for a New Dean, Director or Coordinator
- Starting a Nursing Program
- Differentiated Essential Competencies for Graduates of Texas Nursing Education Programs (2010)

Under the **Nursing Practice** link:
- Position Statement 15.16 Development of Nursing Education Programs
• Position Statement 15.27 The Licensed Vocational Nurse Scope of Practice
• Position Statement 15.28 The Registered Nurse Scope of Practice

Meeting Dates for Regular Board Meetings under the About the Board link

In addition, the website provides many valuable and helpful documents for nurses and nurse educators.

Steps in New Nursing Education Program Proposal Approval Process:

1. A school seeking to establish a new nursing program shall notify the Board of Nursing (BON) in writing of their intent to submit a proposal and shall provide the new program name and contact information (name of school or program, name of contact person, email address, phone number, physical address of the program, mailing address, and web address). In the proposal development, the school should be aware that the timeline for processing a proposal for Board presentation usually takes up to one year after the first submission of a proposal is received in the Board office.

2. The school shall review documents on the BON website [http://www.bon.texas.gov](http://www.bon.texas.gov) under Nursing Education:
   - Education Guidelines 3.1.1.a. for Vocational Programs and 3.1.1.c. for Professional Programs
   - Rule 214 Vocational Nursing Education
   - Rule 215 Professional Nursing Education
   - “Starting A Nursing Program” under Nursing Education link on the website
   - Position Statement 15.16 Development of Nursing Education Programs (also under Nursing Practice link)
   - New Proposal Approval Process and Resources for Proposal Development

3. Representatives from the school should attend the next scheduled Informal Information Session for new program proposal authors. These sessions are provided by Board Staff approximately twice a year, depending upon the number of letters of intent from prospective schools.

4. Representatives from the school should attend the first day of a regularly scheduled Board meeting to observe the Board in decision-making about education agenda items. Board meetings occur in January, April, July, and October of each year. Dates of Board meetings are posted on the BON web page under About the Board.

5. The individual writing the proposal for a new nursing education program should be the proposed program director who meets all qualifications in Rules 214.6 and 215.6. All communication with Board Staff will be directed to the proposed director, not to the institutional administration. At least one potential faculty person should be identified before curriculum development to assist in planning the program of study.

6. Board Staff will only review complete proposals accompanied by the non-refundable application fee. The proposal should be signed by the administration of the institution to indicate their review and agreement with the plan for the new program. Board Staff may verify information in the proposal.
7. Board Staff will make a brief preliminary review of the first submission of the proposal within two weeks after it is received in the Board Office to get a general idea of the degree of revisions and rewriting that may be needed. Incomplete proposals will not go forward in the review process. Board Staff will advise the author of the acceptability and of the estimated extent of additional work that will be required.

8. Two education consultants will review the proposal to determine areas for revision, clarification, and additional information. The following are essential elements in a proposal and a deficit in only one area will stop the process:
   - strong rationale for need of the new program (data indicates that more nurses are needed in the community due to a critical nursing shortage in health care settings and that available jobs for the graduates are projected);
   - documents ensuring established clinical agreements;
   - qualified director for the program;
   - sufficient qualified faculty;
   - fully developed curriculum;
   - clinical evaluation tools indicating measurable and progressive objectives for students across the program; and
   - adequate resources for program development and implementation.

   A written review is provided to the program, and depending upon the status of the proposal, the program will be advised to revise the document or program representatives may be invited to the board office for a consultation visit and interview.

9. After the program has made revisions to the proposal, they will provide a second submission to Board Staff. The second submission must be received no later than six months after the receipt of the first submission of the proposal to allow time for a third submission, if required. The proposed program director should provide the education consultant a monthly update of the progress of the proposal.

   The total time allowed for a program to complete a final proposal that is ready for presentation to the Board is one calendar year beginning with the date of receipt of the first submission in the Board Office. If the final submission of the proposal is still not complete and/or not in an approved format for Board presentation, the program will be offered two options:
   - to withdraw the proposal, or
   - to present the proposal to the Board with Board Staff recommendation to deny the proposal.

10. When the proposal is accepted as ready for Board action, a site visit will be scheduled to determine whether the facilities (classrooms, labs, learning resources, offices, services, etc.) are complete and ready for use by students. Board Staff may then plan to recommend approval of the proposal.

11. Board Staff will prepare the Board Report for the next scheduled Board meeting and provide a draft of the Board Report to the program for any feedback.

12. In preparation for the Board meeting, the program will transfer the approved proposal, appendices including student and faculty handbooks, and photographs of the school to an
electronic format (PDF with bookmarks) to be delivered to the education consultant at least five weeks prior to the Board meeting. Late submissions will be pulled from the Board agenda. Board Staff will provide the electronic version of the proposal to Board members.

13. When the proposal is presented at the scheduled Board meeting, the Board may either: (1) approve the proposal and grant initial approval to the new program, (2) may defer action on the proposal, or (3) may deny further consideration of the proposal. To ensure success of newly approved programs, the Board may, in its discretion, impose any restrictions or conditions it deems appropriate and necessary.

14. In addition to imposing restrictions and conditions, the Board may also require specific monitoring of newly approved programs considered high-risk. A program may be considered high-risk when one or more of the following criteria exists: inexperience of the governing entity in nursing education; minimal experience of the potential director in directing a nursing program; potential for director or faculty turnover; potential for a high attrition rate among students, or other significant concerns.

15. The program shall not enroll students until the Board approves the proposal and grants initial approval to the program. If the program does not enroll students within one year following the date of Board approval, the program shall provide an addendum describing all changes that have occurred related to program director, administrative control of the program, approval/accreditation status with other regulatory or accreditation agencies, faculty, financial support, clinical contracts, curriculum plan, clinical evaluation tools, and total program evaluation plan. Board Staff may approve the changes unless they are substantial and need Board approval.

16. When a proposal is denied by the Board, the program may not submit a new proposal until at least ONE YEAR has elapsed since the date of withdrawal or denial. A new application and fee must accompany the new proposal.

Note: It is the program’s responsibility to ensure that the proposal is developed as a professional document. The proposal must be in compliance with Board rules and follow the guidelines.

The Role of Board of Nursing Staff in the Proposal Process:

The nursing consultants for education are consultants to the Board, not consultants to new programs. They will assist new programs through the approval process, and will prepare a report for the Board members that summarizes the proposal and the program’s compliance with the education rules. Board Staff will also include findings from the site visit in the Board report. Board Staff will make a recommendation to the Board, but Board members make the final decision about the approval of the program.

Education consultants may:

• provide assistance to programs in interpreting rules and following the proposal guidelines;
• advise programs of major areas where the proposal is deficient;
• offer general suggestions for improving the proposal;
• answer pertinent questions for programs engaged in writing a proposal; and
• monitor the program’s progress and evaluate time lines for board review.
Education consultants may not:
- edit, write, or assist in writing the proposal;
- coach the program in proposal development;
- help the program make business decisions;
- provide legal advice; nor
- offer recommendations for faculty, staff, or clinical settings.

Timeline from Letter of Intent to Board Presentation:

The program is limited to one year for developing the proposal and the pace for completion depends upon the quality of the proposal at each submission. Proposals that are thorough, follow Board guidelines, and are in good order when they are received require less time than those that are not complete and do not provide all the information required in the guidelines.

The steps in the proposal process with estimated time allowances are listed:

Letter of Intent to the BON - Board Staff will acknowledge receipt of letter within two weeks.

Work on Initial Draft of Proposal – This can take three to four months (depending upon the quality of the proposal.) This process involves:
- reviewing resources on BON website;
- attending the Informal Information Session;
- attending a Board Meeting;
- surveying the community, clinical sites, employment settings, potential students to provide a rationale for the new program;
- organizing and writing the proposal;
- involving administration and other faculty in editing and critiquing the proposal;
- developing Faculty and Student Handbooks; and
- providing images of the physical setting through photos of the school’s site and facilities.

First Submission of Proposal with Application Fee to BON
- Board Staff will make a preliminary review of the initial proposal submission (within two weeks) and advise the program of the general acceptability of the proposal and an estimate of further work.
- If the proposal is acceptable for further review, two education consultants will carefully analyze the document within one to two months.
- If the proposal is not acceptable, the process will stop and the assigned consultant will notify the program.
- Once the proposal meets the minimal standards in the rule and follows the format in the guideline, the education consultants may meet with the authors of the proposal for a consultation meeting in Board office.
- Education consultants will offer suggestions for revisions of the proposal.

Work on the Second Submission of the Proposal – The program will revise the proposal in accordance with suggestions from the consultants within one to three months, depending upon
the extent of revisions and dedicated time of the authors. The second submission must be received no later than six months after receipt of the first submission in Board Office.

Second Submission of the Proposal

- Consultants will provide feedback regarding the status within one month.

Third Submission of the Proposal, if needed – must be received no later than eight months into the one-year process.

- Consultants will evaluate whether the proposal is in the final form for consideration by the Board.
- Consultants will schedule a site visit to determine that all physical facilities are in place and ready for students - Site visit must be made at least by six weeks prior to the scheduled Board meeting.
- If the survey visit reflects that standards have been met, consultants will develop the Board report including findings from the survey visit for the appropriate Board meeting.
- If the survey visit reflects major discrepancies, the institution will be advised that the proposal will not go forward until the deficiencies are corrected.

The timeline may be impacted by the number of proposals being processed in the Board office at the same time. A reasonable number of proposals will be handled at each Board meeting in order that the education consultants and Board members may devote adequate time to study each proposal.

Program will transfer the proposal and appendices, including faculty and student handbooks, and photos to an electronic format (PDF with bookmarks) as directed by Board Staff. The electronic format must be submitted to the education consultant at least five weeks prior to the Board meeting.

The education consultant will inform the program of the scheduled time on the Board agenda for presentation to the Board. The education consultant will greet the program representatives when they arrive at the Board meeting. A public hearing is scheduled prior to each new proposal presented to the Board to allow any individual to voice concerns about the new program or support for the new program. When the Board President calls for the public hearing related to their program, the education consultant will join the program representatives at the table and provide a brief overview of the proposal. Note: Program representatives will be sworn in, will be given the opportunity to provide brief testimony about the program, and will answer any questions from the Board. The Board will make the decision about whether to approve the proposal at the meeting.

The Final Proposal must include:

cover page - including date of current submission; name of the nursing program, mailing address, email address, phone and fax numbers; name and credentials of the author(s) of proposal; and name of contact person if different from author;

Table of Contents - pages numbered sequentially throughout the entire proposal, including appendices;

proposal content as outlined in the education guideline;
areas suggested for appendices:

- letters of support from community leaders and health care facilities that will provide clinical practice areas for students and that will consider hiring program graduates;
- faculty curriculum vitae (using a consistent format);
- complete syllabi for each course;
- clinical evaluation tools;
- Differentiated Essential Competencies (DECs) matrix;
- total evaluation plan;
- signed contracts with affiliating agencies with current dates – including contact person for each clinical agency for verification of agreement;
- lists of equipment, audiovisuals, publications;
- other pertinent documents;
- budgets; and
- photographs of the campus and facilities;
- information about the use of preceptors: a description of preceptor use, criteria for selection and evaluation of preceptors, orientation of preceptors, monitoring of students during preceptor experiences, and an estimated number of available qualified preceptors; and
- syllabi that include: course description, prerequisites, number of credits and lab/clinical hours, course/clinical objectives/outcomes, texts, evaluation methods/grading criteria, grading criteria for assignments, instructional methods, content outline, course schedule with assignments for each class meeting, and any other documents important to understanding the course.

Tips for Writing Proposals for New Programs:

1. The proposal should present positive aspects of the program and any unique or innovative features should be addressed.

2. Identification of the proposed program director should be on the cover page with credentials and contact information.

3. The proposal is a professional document which warrants excellence in appearance with logical arrangement of materials and the proper use of grammar and spelling. It should be written for a wide audience of readers since the Board members include consumer representatives, nurses, and educators. The appearance and writing style of the proposal make an important first impression on the reader.

4. After the proposal receives final approval by Board Staff (with a maximum of three submissions during one year), it shall be transferred to an electronic format (PDF with Bookmarks). It is the responsibility of the program to transfer the proposal to this format for submission to the education staff at least five weeks prior to the scheduled Board meeting.

5. Proposal Content includes (see Guidelines for details on the following items):

   a. an introduction (executive summary) providing a full description of the program which is being proposed;
   b. evidence that there is a definite need in the community for the program and that jobs will be available for the graduates. A description of the community should
include an overview of the community and its needs in the words of the writer. Statistics and demographics should be presented in table format developed by the writer. (Xeroxed or scanned copies of published data and community information are not acceptable.) The availability of nursing jobs in the area for graduates from the program is an important determinate for the need for an additional nursing program;

c. letters of support from community leaders and administrators of health care facilities in the area. Letters from clinical agencies should state that they will be able to accommodate the students for clinical learning experiences and they will consider hiring them after graduation;
d. evidence of communication with other nursing programs in the area and their comments/support;
e. evidence of current approval/accreditation of the institutional setting proposing the new program;
f. organization charts of the institution and of the nursing education unit;
g. discussion of other businesses or educational programs managed by the governing entity;
h. a projected timeline for developing and initiating the program;
i. a projected budget for the first two years of operation and evidence that financial support is available;
j. evidence that there are available qualified faculty. Discuss recruitment of future faculty;
k. a description of potential students including survey data from possible students;
l. a description of the admission process, including criteria for admission and selection process;
m. evidence that available facilities, resources, and student services are adequate for the program;
n. a description of how the clinical learning experiences will be managed;
o. evidence that hospitals and health care facilities in the area have committed to provide clinical sites for students enrolled in the program and that additional students will not have negative effects on other students presently scheduled for the facility;
p. a comprehensive outline of the curriculum beginning with mission and philosophy of the program and evidence that core concepts flow through the curriculum;
q. syllabi of courses which include:
   • course descriptions;
   • learning objectives for didactic and clinical experiences;
   • schedules showing class times, assignments, test dates, etc.;
   • evidence that evaluation and grading of students represents achievement of learning objectives;
   • evidence that program goals include the Differentiated Essential Competencies for Graduates;
   • evidence that the clinical courses include clinical objectives that reflected in the clinical evaluation tools; and
   • evidence that grading criteria for each assignment is clearly stated and appropriate.
r. clinical evaluation tools which show progression across the program in cognitive, affective, and psychomotor achievement;
s. semester calendar for each semester indicating classes and clinical assignments for each day of the week; and
t. evidence of a total program evaluation plan (see Education Guideline 3.11.1.a).
6. Programs should:
   • provide a signed affidavit that administrators of the institution have read the proposal and assure accuracy, consistency, form, and agreement of all aspects of the new program;
   • provide a signed affidavit that the proposal is the sole work of the proposed director, and that no portions of it were taken directly from other sources (except for referenced content); and provide a disclaimer that the proposal is not for dissemination to the general public.

These tips are not all-inclusive of information needed in the Proposal. They are provided as friendly helps in writing a proposal. Please see Education Guidelines for specifics on proposal development.

Guidance for Designing Clinical Evaluation Tools Which Measure Progression of Students’ Cognitive, Affective, and Psychomotor Achievement in Clinical Objectives:

Each clinical course should include clinical objectives that are reflected in the clinical evaluation tools. Faculty are responsible to evaluate student achievement of these clinical objectives. If a program also has general clinical objectives, they may also be included in the course clinical evaluation tool, where appropriate. The clinical objectives across the program should progress from less complex expectations of the student to more complicated expectations as the student moves toward graduation. In doing so, the objectives reflect progression of student behaviors in cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains.

Many programs choose to use a standard clinical evaluation tool in all clinical courses. However, using the same objectives across the program does not indicate nor measure progression or growth in student learning and behaviors. It is helpful to begin with a lower level objective in the initial clinical course and alter the objective for each successive clinical course to reflect the application of more knowledge and a higher level of nursing skill. In clinical courses that deal with a special population (pediatric, maternal-child, mental health), the expectations for students practicing with the specific client group may represent progression if the program’s philosophy indicates that special client groups require more complex nursing care.

Having the same objectives and measuring the level of independence of the student in meeting the objective does not indicate that the student is using higher level decision-making in their cognitive, affective and psychomotor abilities. It may only indicate the student has perfected a psychomotor skill and can function at a more comfortable pace.

In addition, the DECs may be reflected in clinical objectives since programs are required to include these objectives in the curriculum. They also help classify the student behaviors in categories of Member of the Profession, Provider of Patient-Centered Care, Patient Safety Advocate, and Member of the Health Care Team.

Simply stated, the clinical evaluation tools may have very similar objectives across the program but they should be measuring a lower level of functioning in the early clinical courses and a higher level of functioning as the student moves through the program.

Remember that the clinical evaluation tools should:
   • have measurable objectives that flow from didactic content;
   • include a progression of expectations across the program;
• represent a growth in critical thinking abilities and decision-making;
• require more complicated skill levels and complex activities as the student moves through the program; and
• indicate the student’s knowledge base increases across the curriculum.

Clinical objectives at each level should indicate growth in clinical practice over time. The student should be moving toward achieving program outcomes.

**Guidance for Determining Enrollment Figures:**

It is required that a proposal include projected student enrollment and graduation numbers for the first five years of operation. Rules 214.8 and 215.8 related to *Students* state that “The number of students admitted to the program shall be determined by the number of qualified faculty, adequate educational facilities and resources, and the availability of appropriate clinical learning experiences for students.”

The Board usually approves one enrollment per year for new programs. But with new models for nursing education, other factors will be considered when an enrollment plan varies from the traditional model. (Quarterly enrollments are discouraged in new programs.) The proposal should include a rationale for the projected student admissions with supporting evidence related to:

• the program’s success with other educational programs;
• the performance of their other nursing programs in other states on the NCLEX examination; and
• the adequacy of physical resources, qualified nursing faculty, and available clinical learning experiences.

Untried curricula or teaching methodologies provide no guarantee for success in a new program. During the first year of operation of a new program, the director and faculty are constantly evaluating the effectiveness of the curriculum and making adjustments where they are needed. Fewer students in the program allow the faculty more time for program evaluation and revisions.

**Tips: What the Board Wants to Know and Wants to Read in the Proposal:**


In the introduction:

**Who** is proposing to establish the new program? (Later in the proposal, provide a background of the institution, other programs at this site as well as other sites, and the performance of those programs.)

**What** kind of program is being proposed? VN, ADN, BSN? Second degree? Accelerated? Face-to-face program? Online? Length of program?

**Where** will the program be situated? (City and area of state)

**How** will the program be delivered? (Face-to-face, online, hybrid/blended?)

**How many** students will be enrolled the first year and subsequent years? When will the first cohort graduate?
Are there any **distinguishing** characteristics of the proposed program?

Example:

Perfection University seeks Board approval to establish a new baccalaureate degree nursing education program in Goodie, Texas, to begin enrolling student in January 2020. The program is designed to be delivered through a combination of face-to-face and online courses, and faculty-supervised hands-on clinical experiences in a variety of health care settings. The first cohort of 35 students is expected to graduate in December 2022.

The Board will consider whether:

- the rationale demonstrates the need for the new program in the community that it will serve;
- there is sufficient evidence that graduates will be able to find employment (survey of facilities);
- a sufficient number of interested qualified students will provide ongoing enrollments;
- there are adequate qualified faculty to provide instruction;
- affiliating agencies have agreed in writing to provide clinical learning opportunities for students to receive clinical instruction and supervision in a variety of settings to meet learning objectives;
- the curriculum is:
  - appropriate for the program type;
  - logically organized;
  - educationally sound;
  - flows from the philosophy and program objectives;
  - follows requirements in Section 9 of the Rule;
  - will prepare graduates to demonstrate the DECs;
  - developed with complete syllabi including:
    - course description,
    - course objectives,
    - list of content,
    - class schedules with unit objectives and reading assignments,
    - required texts and readings,
    - portion of class devoted to classroom, lab (if applicable), clinical (if applicable),
    - all assignments with description of assignments and grading criteria,
    - grading criteria for course, and
    - teaching methods.
- student and faculty handbooks include required policies, eligibility information, and receipt for student signature to validate their receipt of eligibility information;
- adequate clinical evaluation tools include measurable clinical learning objectives and show progression of expected student behaviors; and
- a workable total program evaluation plan is included.

**Suggested Sections to Include in the Student Handbook:**
information related to the program of study:
• mission/philosophy;
• program objectives;
• outline of required courses for completion of the program; and
• brief description of courses.

clinical requirements:
• clinical courses;
• required lab/clinical hours;
• clinical policies;
• clinical evaluation tools; and
• explanation of grading for clinical courses.

student policies:
• admission policies and process;
• progression policies;
• dismissal policies;
• withdrawal policies;
• graduation requirements and policies;
• readmission/transfer policies;
• student organization;
• student participation in governance;
• classroom behavior;
• students with disabilities;
• clinical dress;
• jurisprudence exam;
• standardized tests;
• remediation;
• Board of Nursing rules & regulations;
• license eligibility information with receipt for student signature;
• grading policies;
• plagiarism;
• grievance; and
• reference to other college/university policies where appropriate.

student services:
• library resources;
• counseling services;
• financial aid;
• nursing faculty and office hours; and
• advisement.

(This list is not all inclusive. Programs individualize their handbooks.)

Frequently Asked Questions:

How soon can our proposal go to the Board?
Not until it goes through the entire process of review and approval outlined under Steps in the New Nursing Program Approval Proposal Process. If at any point the proposal does not meet the requirements in Rule 214 for vocational nursing program or in Rule 215 for professional nursing programs, the process will stop until the program complies with Board standards or Board Staff may recommend denial. The program may not enroll student until the Board has approved the proposal.
What if the program cannot find clinical sites?
The proposal cannot move forward in the review process until clinical agencies have committed to providing adequate clinical placements to accommodate the students throughout the program. Programs may need to do further research in the area or in adjoining areas to find clinical placements for students. The inability to find adequate clinical sites indicates that the proposed program is not feasible.

What if the proposed director is not qualified? Is an exception possible?
The rule does not allow for the waiver of director qualifications for new programs. A program will tend to be more successful when the director has teaching experience as well as administrative experience. The director’s responsibilities require a background in nursing education as well as nursing practice to provide excellence in leadership and decision-making in today’s changing health care environment.

May I send sections of the proposal to Board Staff as they are completed?
No, the proposal will only be accepted when it is complete.

May we move ahead with proposal development while getting Texas Workforce Commission or Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board approval?
Yes, you may proceed with proposal development. The approval letter or certificate must be included in the final proposal. Board Staff are in communication with these other agencies and can determine the status of their approval of the program.

How many students can be admitted to a new program?
The Board usually approves a beginning class of 20 to 35 students during the first year. Generally, the Board does not consider multiple admission times during the first year, especially for a program or curriculum with no history of success. Board Staff recommend a limited number of students for the first cohort in order for the program to evaluate the effectiveness of courses, faculty, and teaching methods without too many students moving through the program. There are exceptions for some newer models of instruction.

What if the Board members do not receive the proposal four weeks prior to the Board meeting?
The proposal may be pulled from the agenda and held for the next scheduled Board meeting.